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	Joel on Software, 9781590593899 (1590593898), Apress, 2004
This is a selection of essays from the author's Web site, http://www.joelonsoftware.com. Joel Spolsky started the web log in March 2000 in order to offer his insights, based on years of experience, on how to improve the world of programming. His extraordinary writing skills, technical knowledge, and caustic wit have made him a programming guru. This log has become infamous among the programming world, and is linked to more than 600 other websites and translated into 30+ languages!

This book covers every imaginable aspect of software programming, from the best way to write code to the best way to design an office in which to write code. The book will relate to all software programmers (Microsoft and Open Source), anyone interested in furthering their knowledge of programming, or anyone trying to manage a programmer. Spolsky will be writing an introduction for the book.

Author Information


Joel Spolsky, a software industry veteran, maintains his blog, Joel on Software, which has become one of the most popular independent websites for programmers. His site has been described as the "anti-Dilbert manifesto." Spolsky has designed and developed software used by millions of people, and has worked on a variety of products, from Microsoft Excel to the Juno user interface. He is the founder of Fog Creek Software in New York City.
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Sams Teach Yourself iTunes 10 in 10 Minutes (Sams Teach Yourself -- Minutes)Sams Publishing, 2011

	A clear, super quick, easy-to-understand guide to the brand-new iTunes 10 


	Fast access to instructions for every common task, plus reliable, concise answers to the most widely asked questions


	Organized into lessons that distill the most crucial information on each iTunes topic - fully up to date...


		

Tricks of the MindTransworld Publishers, 2007
Derren Brown's television and stage performances have entranced and dumbfounded millions.His baffling illusions and stunning set pieces– such as the Séance, Russian Roulette and the Heist – have set new standards of what's possible, as well as causing more than their fair share of controversy.Now, for the first time, he reveals...

		

Computational Intelligence: An IntroductionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Computational Intelligence: An Introduction, Second Edition offers an in-depth exploration into the adaptive mechanisms that enable intelligent behaviour in complex and changing environments. The main focus of this text is centred on the computational modelling of biological and natural intelligent systems, encompassing swarm...





	

Le Verrier_Magnificent and Detestable Astronomer (Astrophysics and Space Science Library) (English and French Edition)Springer, 2013

	Translated from the original French by Bernard Sheehan; Edited and with an introduction by Dr. William Sheehan, a neuroscientist and amateur astronomer who is also a research fellow of the Lowell Observatory in Flagstaff, Arizona


	Le Verrier was a superb scientist. His discovery of Neptune in 1846 made him the most famous...


		

FileMaker Pro 10 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	FileMaker Pro 10 Bible provides information that grows with you no matter what your level when you start. Topics range from the general (how databases fit into real life and your business needs; comparisons with other database development tools; a broad discussion of integration with existing systems and software) through the...


		

REALbasic Cross-Platform Application DevelopmentSams Publishing, 2006
REALbasic Cross-Platform Application  Development

treats REALbasic as a serious development environment and is  targeted to developers with a minimum of programming experience, but who may or  may not be new to the REALbasic platform. Written by a writer and developer...
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